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Book Descriptions:

91 corvette manual transmission

For general Corvette information, see Chevrolet Corvette. It was the work of a team under chief
Corvette designer Dave McLellan, whod taken over from Duntov in 1975. In a departure from the
fiberglass panels of its forebearers, the C4s rear bumpers and panels were made from molding
plastics, a sheet molding compound. The C4 fastback coupe was the first general production
Corvette to have a glass hatchback the limited edition 1982 Collector Edition being the first Corvette
equipped with this feature for better storage access. The roof panel made from fiberglass or
optionally from clear acrylic was removable. The Corvette C4 came standard with an electronic
dashboard with a digital liquid crystal display instrument cluster. It displayed a combination of
graphics for speed and RPM, fuel level, and used digital displays for other important engine
functions.The primary design emphasis at launch was therefore focused on handling and braking,
with an allindependent lightweight suspension and wheels and all new brakes with aluminum
calipers. Spring rates were sequentially softened for the 1985 model year. The C4 did not use
separate bodyonframe construction like its predecessors. This was not a unibody assembly, as none
of the exterior body panels were structural members. Due to a styling decision to use a targa top
instead of Ttops, there was no structural member tying the windshield frame to the halo as on the
C3.This unusual transmission was a synergy that allowed the Corvette to keep a stout 4 speed, but
add an overdrive. As technology progressed, it was replaced by a modern ZF 6speed manual
transmission. The LT4 produced maximum power output at 5,800 rpm and 340 lbft 461 Nm of torque
at 4,500 rpm.Being early in the rollout of this new technology, there were only 15 different
resistance values available. Once thieves discovered this weakness, it markedly reduced the value of
this early system.None were made available to the public as official production
vehicles.http://antiaging.org.tr/dosyalar/candy-cmd146-80-service-manual.xml
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transmission parts, 91 corvette manual transmission fluid, 91 corvette manual
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All were destroyed except one, VIN 1G1AY0783D5100023 white with a medium blue interior, fitted
with a 350 cu in 5.7 L L83 205 hp 153 kW V8 engine and a 4speed automatic transmission. It was
displayed above the factory entrance for years until it was restored and is now displayed in the
National Corvette Museum in Bowling Green, Kentucky. The 1983 model delay was due to problems
with parts supplier quality issues and production line changeover issues. GM decided to cancel the
1983 production year model and started the 1984 model year Corvettes early. Regular 1984 model
year production began on January 3, 1983 and delivery to customers began in March 1983.The
Corvette division approached Lotus with the idea of developing the worlds fastest production car, to
be based on the C4 generation of the Corvette. Lotus also designed a unique air management system
for the engine to provide a wider power band by shutting off 8 of the 16 intake runners and fuel
injectors when the engine was at partthrottle, while still giving the ZR1 a power output of 375 hp
280 kW when at wide open throttle. Due to the heavier engine and body work along with wide tires,
the ZR1 is 200 lb 91 kg heavier than the standard C4 Corvette. The ZR1 came standard with the UJ6
LowTirePressure Warning System along with an ABS system manufactured by Bosch. The FX3
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suspension system was engineered by Bilstein and was similar to the system used in the Porsche 959
albeit with modifications from the Lotus Formula 1 division. The system used a gasoveroil shock
absorber whose hollow center shaft came fitted with an adjustable orifice which controls the flow of
oil in the shock absorber. The system allowed for six damping settings in each of the three driving
modes namely Touring, Sport, and Performance and had 14 total steps. Servomotors coupled with a
microprocessor governed the vehicles speed and adjusted the suspension system
accordingly.http://www.insource-inc.com/stock/userfiles/candy-cmg-2393-dw-manual.xml

The crankcase has integral four and sixbolt castiron mainThe four camshafts of the engine are
driven by a roller chain and actuate hydraulic lifters that eliminate valve lash adjustment. The
fourvalve combustion chambers feature centrallylocated spark plugs which act in combination with
dished aluminum pistons enabling for a compression ratio of 11.01. The engine held 12 quarts of oil,
7 more than the L98 engine. The LT5 also came with a unique two valve induction system along with
16 tunedlength intake runners and a specially designed intake manifold using three throttle bodies.
The small primary throttle body was for responsive low speed operation while the two large
secondary throttle bodies enabled for fullpower usage. The engine used directfire ignition Four coils
ignite two spark plugs simultaneously, upon receiving their cue from a crankshaft sensor acting in
combination with the ECM. Spark advance andA distinctive cooling system incorporating a 15%
larger radiator ensured that the operating temperature of the engine remained the same as the L98
despite the differences in construction and operation.The transmission used Computer Aided Gear
Selection CAGS which forced the driver to shift from first to fourth under low power urban driving
conditions. The transmission has a tweaked ring and pinion ratio of 3.541 and a lower final drive
ratio of 3.331.The engine assembly involved 95% drilling and boring completed at the Mercury
Marine plant. The engine was largely assembled by hand and was Dyno tested before being sent to
Chevrolet. Mercury Marine secured two LT5 V8 engines for itself.It was distinguishable from other
Corvette coupes by its wider tail section, 11inch wide rear wheels and its new convex rear fascia
with four square shaped taillights along with a special red ZR1 badge in between.The rear convex
fascia that set the 1990 ZR1 apart from the base model found its way to all 1991 models, making the
highpriced ZR1 even less distinguishable.

Further changes were made the following year in 1991, including extra ZR1 badges on the fenders
and the introduction of Acceleration Slip Regulation ASR or traction control. For model year 1993,
modifications which were designed by Lotus were made to the cylinder heads, exhaust system and
valvetrain of the LT5 bringing power output up from 375 to 405 hp 280 to 302 kW at 5,800 rpm and
385 lbft 522 Nm of torque at 5,200 rpm. In addition, a new exhaust gas recirculation system
improved emissions control. The model remained nearly unchanged into the 1995 model year, after
which the ZR1 was discontinued as the result of waning interest, development of the LS series
engines, manufacturing cost and the forthcoming introduction of the C5 generation. A total of 6,939
ZR1 models were manufactured over the sixyear period. Not until the debut of the C5 based Z06 in
2001 would Chevrolet have another production Corvette capable of matching the ZR1s
performance.Chevrolet approached Callaway to offer such an option after seeing the power output
the tuning company was able to extract reliably from modified twinturbocharged Alfa Romeo V6
engines. The car came with normal Chevrolet warranty as well as additional one year 12,000 mile
warranty from Callaway Cars. The conversion consisted of taking the engine out of the car and
performing a thorough set of modifications along with installing two turbochargers. The result was
the engine rated at a reportedly conservative 382 hp 285 kW. The car was classified as a standard
Corvette by the EPA so it wasnt subject to additional registration requirements.This marked the
return of the convertible body style, absent from the Corvette lineup since 1975.It also features a
removable black top and came equipped with everything, including its own unique emblems. The
35th Anniversary car is the 2nd Serialized Corvette in the production history of the C4 Corvette,
with each car receiving an engraved number plaque on the console.
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2,050 cars were built and a quoted 180 of these were manual transmission cars, making this a rare
and collectible model.For 21 years, the car was stored in a climate controlled environment.All
leather seats have the 40th emblem embroidered due to an error on the drawings sent to the seat
supplier.The Corvettes were primarily used to introduce the 43 NASCAR drivers in a parade lap
prior to the start of the race during driver introductions. There were thirteen Red and twelve Black
convertibles used, and most carried two drivers on the lap, with their names displayed on the
hoods.The Grand Sport moniker is a nod to the original Grand Sport model produced in 1963. A total
of 1,000 GS Corvettes were produced, 810 coupes and 190 convertibles. The Grand Sport also has
wider tires and the coupes were outfitted with small rear fender flares. The C4 Grand Sport also had
a unique VIN compared with the standard C4.It included Sebring Silver paint, silver 5spoke alloy
wheels, special emblems and seat trim. Of the 5,412 built, 4,031 were coupes and 1,381 were
convertibles.Manual trans not available by regular production until Jan 1984 18 produced in Sept
1983, factory tested, then delivered to early orders in Nov 1983.New were Third brake light,
antilock brakes, electronic climate control, and keycode antitheft system.Callaway twinturbo offered
through dealers with GM warranty.New wheel design. All white 35th Anniversary special edition
coupe.Interior redesigned to incorporate drivers side airbag.Traction control is standard.LT1
receives mass air flow sequential fuel injection.Minor exterior restyling. Indy Pace Car special
edition.Collector Edition and Grand Sport special editions. Only C4 year with OBD II diagnostics.
Selective Real Time Damping is a new option.The project would become the CERV III Corporate
Engineering Research Vehicle III. It was first unveiled in Detroit Automobile Show in January 1986
as Corvette Indy prototype car.
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The project lasted until 1988 with mixed success. The final Corvette GTP built HU8811.01 as raced
by Peerless Racing underwent extensive wind tunnel testing by GM, with many of the aero
developments such as the short tail design being used in later production C4s. The Peerless GTP
Corvette also went back to the V8 small block engine from the turbocharged V6.Retrieved 9 July
2011. Lincolnwood, Illinois Publications International, Ltd.Retrieved 20101005. By using this site,
you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. The “King of the Hill” had arrived and had met or
exceeded the expectations of most enthusiasts and automobile reviewers alike. And yet, as fate
would have it, the high priced ZR1 that was so widely embraced in 1990 would be the same car that
would ultimately bring about its own decline beginning just a year later in 1991. ZR1 350CI 375
Horsepower, LT5 V8 Engine The most glaring and looking back, most obvious criticism of the ZR1
was the minimal styling enhancements to the body and interior of the car. With this new backend on
the base Corvettes, the only distinguishing features of the ZR1 that remained were the slightly wider
rear flanks, the roofmounted center stoplamp, and a single badge to distinguish a ZR1 from a base
coupe. In contrast, on 1991 and beyond base coupes and convertibles, the third taillight was
integrated into the rear fascia just above the CORVETTE emblem. The Viper would include a 400
horsepower V10 engine and promised sports car enthusiasts a more expressive way to spend their
performancecar dollars. Hailed as “offering some of the most aggressive racecar looks to date”, the
Shelby Cobra inspired Dodge Viper would have a dramatically negative impact on the sale of ZR1’s
over the course of the 1991 model year. Where Chevrolet had planned on selling 40008000 ZR1’s
per year, total sales of the super Corvette dropped to just 2,044 units in 1991.

http://gerryikputuandpartners.com/images/bravo-zippy-telecomando-manuale.pdf

It appeared that, despite its initial novelty and promise of unsurpassed performance, the ZR1 had
quickly degenerated into “yesterday’s news Due largely to their struggling financial situation, GM ’s
top brass delayed the program until as late as 1998. In fact, overall Corvette sales had waned so
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dramatically that Chevrolet General Manager Jim Perkins was brought before the GM brass to
determine whether Chevrolet should continue to produce the Corvette at all. Though ultimately it
was agreed that the Corvette would, and should, continue as the division’s flagship, it was also
agreed that, until financial conditions improved, Chevrolet would not have the ability to fund the
research necessary to develop a midengine model, an endeavor that had been the silent ambition of
Corvette designers for generations. Note the key switch below the car stereo. This switch enables
the “VALET” mode when selected. On the ZR1’s, the “full power” indicator light was relocated to
alongside the valetselection key. Included in the update were larger muffler sections with a more
finely tuned exhaust note and lower back pressure. While the introduction of these new mufflers was
intended to add power to the existing L98 engine, the horsepower ratings remained unchanged. In
addition to the upgraded exhaust system, a finned powersteering cooler was also installed with the
intent of improving performance. New for the 1991 Corvette was RPO Z07. It offered prospective
owners the option of an all heavyduty suspension system that drivers could manually adjust the ride
characteristics between “firm” and “very firm”. Limited only to Corvette coupes, the Z07 package
was intended for true sports car enthusiasts and racers. The World Challenge racing series was
continued in 1991, but Chevrolet no longer offered a specially modified Corvette to run in the series.
Instead, consumers would have to purchase a Corvette and perform the modifications themselves.

Much like the ZR1 option, dwindling sales drove Chevrolet executives to make the decision to
discontinue the Callaway option. Despite the dwindling sales numbers of Callaway Corvettes,
Chevrolet did recognize the build of the 500th Callaway Corvette on September 26, 1991.The 1991
Speedster was somewhat reminiscent of the earlier 1988 Corvette Sledgehammer, although its
overall appearance was more aerodynamic. The Speedster featured O.Z. brand racing wheels and a
Connolly leather interior.Each Vehicle Identification Number VIN is unique to an individual car. All
models also featured a new front end design with wrap around parkingcorneringfog lamps, new side
panel louvers, and wider bodyside moldings in body color. All models also featured a new front end
design with wrap around parkingcorneringfog lamps, new side panel louvers, and wider bodyside
moldings in body color. The cars were then dropshipped to Callaway’s Connecticut shop for
installation of Callawaymodified twinturbo engines. The Callaway Corvette could be ordered through
participating Chevrolet dealers. Fully assembled Corvettes were then shipped from the Bowling
Green Corvette plant to Callaway Engineering in Old Lyme, Connecticut, where it received engine
and other modifications. Full Chevrolet warranty applied except for powertrain which was covered
by Callaway for twelve months or 12,000 miles. The G92 Option was available when ordering either
the Corvette or the Camaro throughout the 1980’s and early ’90’s. Power was cut after the driver’s
door was opened or after 15 minutes, whichever came first. Power was cut after the driver’s door
was opened or after 15 minutes, whichever came first. The new Z07 option used all heavyduty
suspension parts so the ride adjusted from firm to very firm. Manual transmissions were specified,
but build records report that 169 Corvettes that were equipped with the Z07 option were
automatics.

The ZR1 option included unique bodywork doors, rear quarters, rocker panels, rear fascia, and rear
upper panel. Additionally, the sixspeed manual transmission MN6 was required. The full power light
was relocated next to the valet key. The high mount center stop lamp for the 1991 ZR1s continued to
be roof mounted. Customers were given the choice of a replacement engine or return of their
original engine, if repairable. The mufflers had lower back pressure for improved performance, but
power ratings were not changed. All race modifications were the responsibility of the car’s owner.
The words “low oil” appeared in the driver information center for a low oil condition. The Connector
On The Fuel Filter Was Not Manufactured To Honeywell’s Specification. As A Result, The Oring May
Not Seat Correctly On The Fuel Line. In The Presence Of An Ignition Source, A Fire Could Occur.
The Recall Began On October 18, 2006. Owners May Contact Fram Customer Service At
18008902075 Option 1. Customers May Contact The National Highway Traffic Safety



Administration’s Vehicle Safety Hotline At 18883274236 Tty 18004249153; Or Go To The Affected
Filters Are Marked With A Date Code A61451 Through A72571 Sequentially. The Date Code And
Part Number Appear On The Filter Housing. Fram Racing Hp4 And Hp8 Oil Filters Not Bearing A
Date Code In This Range Are Not Affected By This Recall. The Gasket Of The Oil Filter Becomes
More Pliable Under High Temperatures And Pressures. The Recall Began During November 2007.
Owners Can Contact Fram Customer Service Tollfree At 18008902075. Mfr’s Report Date Aug 26,
1991 Nhtsa Campaign Id Number 91v143000 Ea90033 Nhtsa Action Number Ea90033 Component
Seat Beltsfrontanchorage Potential Number Of Units Affected 231833 The Occupant Of A Seat With
An Unusable Safety Belt Is Subject To Increased Risk Of Injury Or Death In The Event Of A Sudden
Stop Or Accident.

Service Bulletin Number 020730024a Date Of Bulletin Aug 01, 2005 Nhtsa Item Number 634999
Service Bulletin Number 01697 Date Of Bulletin Jan 01, 2004 Nhtsa Item Number 10006297
Component Equipmentelectrical Service Bulletin Number 010729004 Date Of Bulletin Jun 01, 2001
Nhtsa Item Number 622763 This information comes from a variety of sources including the NHTSA
Defects Reports pages. While the intent of this page is to identify the common issues pertaining to
the 1991 Corvette, it is not an allinclusive list and should be used for reference only. Several
instances have been reported of the alternator failing even after recent replacement, causing the
vehicle to fail during normal operation. The ABS system on the 1991 Corvette has been well
documented as having intermittent operation problems. In some instances, the brake pedal faded
after the ABS light came on, resulting in inoperable brakes during stopping condition. Failure of the
ECU can also prevent the Corvette from starting. Additionally, the wiper assembly is prone to lock
up during normal usage and requires replacement of entire assembly. Always inspect the driver and
passenger seats before operating vehicle. Seat belts were recalled by dealership. Under severe
conditions the indicator may come on before 3,000 miles 5,000 km. Never drive your vehicle more
than 7,500 miles 12,500 km or 12 months whichever occurs first, without an oil change. If you drive
in a dusty area be sure to change your oil every 3,000 miles 5,000 km or sooner if the CHANGE OIL
light comes on. Remember to reset the Oil Life Monitor when the oil has been changed. See “GM Oil
Life System” at the bottom of this page for more information on resetting the system. Oils meeting
this Standard may be identified as synthetic, and should also be identified as API Service SG.
However, not all Synthetic API Service SG oils will meet this GM Standard. You should look for and
use only an oil that meets GM Standard GM4718M.

Lubricate the front suspension. Replace as needed. Keep coolant at the proper mixture as specified.
This provides proper freeze protection, corrosion inhibitor level and engine operating temperature.
Tighten screwtype hose clamps. Clean the outside of the radiator and air conditioning condenser.
Wash the pressure cap and neck. Uses such as found in taxi, police or delivery service. If you do not
use your vehicle under any of these conditions, change the fluid and filter at 100,000 miles 166,000
kilometers. Check the boot fit at the coils and at the spark plugs. Replace the wires as needed. Ask
your local dealership for proper intervals based on individual driving conditions. Replace parts as
needed. Periodic replacement of the fuel filter is not required. If you have a ZR1 you should check
your engine oil when the engine is cold. Also lubricate all hinges and latches, including those for the
hood, rear compartment, console door and any folding seat hardware. More frequent lubrication
may be required when exposed to a corrosive environment. If it does, you or others could be injured.
Before you start, be sure you have enough room around the vehicle. Firmly apply the parking brake
and the regular brake. NOTE Do not use the accelerator pedal, and be ready to turn off the engine
immediately if it starts. The starter should work only in PARK P or NEUTRAL N. If the starter works
in any other position, your vehicle needs service. On manual transmission vehicles, put the shift
lever in NEUTRAL N, push the clutch down halfway and try to start the engine. The starter should
work only when the clutch is pushed down all the way to the floor. If the starter works when the
clutch isn’t pushed all the way down, your vehicle needs service. With a manual transmission, the



key should turn to LOCK only when the shift lever is in REVERSE R. On all vehicles, the key should
come out only in LOCK. You or others could be injured and property could be damaged.

Make sure there is room in front of your vehicle in case it begins to roll. Be ready to apply the
regular brake at once should the vehicle begin to move. Keeping your foot on the regular brake, set
the parking brake. Do this until the vehicle is held by the parking brake only. Then release the
parking brake followed by the regular brake. Take care to clean thoroughly any areas where mud
and other debris can collect. Inspect the power steering lines and hoses for proper hookup, binding,
leaks, cracks, chafing, etc. If there is irregular or premature wear, check the wheel alignment.
Inspect for damaged wheels. Inspect the body near the exhaust system. Look for broken, damaged,
missing or outofposition parts as well as open seams, holes, loose connections or other conditions
which could cause a heat buildup in the floor pan or could let exhaust fumes into the vehicle. A fluid
loss may indicate a problem. Check the axle and repair it if needed. Inspect brake lines and hoses for
proper hookup, binding, leaks, cracks, chafing, etc. Inspect disc brake pads for wear and rotors for
surface condition. Inspect other brake parts, including calipers, parking brake, etc. You may need to
have your brakes inspected more often if your driving habits or conditions result in frequent braking.
Also if the brake light stays on or comes on, something may be wrong with the brake system. If your
antilock brake system warning light stays on, come on or flashes, something may be wrong with the
antilock braking system. This is not based on mileage, but on engine revolutions and engine
operating temperature. When the computer has calculated that the oil needs changing, the GM Oil
Life System will indicate that a change is necessary. Under severe conditions, the system may come
on before 3,000 miles 5 000 km. Never drive your vehicle more than 10,000 miles 16 000 km or 12
months whichever occurs first without an oil change. Use engine oil meeting the GM Standard
GM4718M.

So, if you drive in a dusty area, be sure to change your oil and filter every 3,000 miles 5 000 km or
sooner if the CHANGE OIL SOON message appears. Remember to reset the system whenever the oil
is changed. OIL LIFE REMAIN 100% will appear. His fascination with speed and fast cars was first
fueled by his grandfather, who would frequently take him to car shows or to the local race track. In
college, Scott studied automotive technologies, and would spend his formative years working for a
Chevy dealership where he developed an obsession with the Corvette an obsession that he is still
passionate about today. Learn how your comment data is processed. A comprehensive and growing
reference library that encompasses everything about these cars from indepth overviews and
extensive technical info on each model year. We also cover all the Corvette news, culture and other
things in the world of Corvette. By continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn
More. Okay, thanks. Click here to read our coverage. The A.V. Club Deadspin Gizmodo Jalopnik
Jezebel Kotaku Lifehacker The Root The Takeout The Onion The Inventory Drive Free or Die. Shop
Subscribe Latest News Jalopnik Reviews The Morning Shift Nice Price Car Buying Video The
Inventory Drive Free or Die. Drop your email here and get our stories in your inbox. But it’s still
fascinating. Advertisement Photo vette333! Ebay Doug Nash was a famous Detroit hotrodder in the
1960s, who, after retiring from racing, got into the engine and transmission business, eventually
developing a manual transmission for General Motors’ mighty Corvette for the C4s 1984 to 1988
model years. That electrohydraulically controlled twospeed overdrive was automatic, engaging when
the driver let off the gas i.e. under low load, and could be turned on and off via a button on the top of
the shifter. Just look at the secrets that YouTuber GearboxVideo reveals in the clip above, including
an awesome miniature valve body.

This second video gives an explanation of how the clutches work with a planetary gear set to yield an
overdrive ratio for your fuelsaving needs in second, third and fourth gear. And I’ve got to respect it
for that. David Tracy Posts Email Twitter Sr. Technical Editor, Jalopnik. Always interested in hearing
from auto engineers—email me. Cars Willys CJ2A 48, Jeep J10 85, Jeep Cherokee 79, 91, 92, 00, Jeep



Grand Cherokee 5spd 94. Share This Story Get our newsletter Subscribe More from Jalopnik The
New Jeep Wagoneer Will Apparently Have A Map Of Detroit Imprinted In Its Panoramic Roof So
What Were Those Secret Flying Wing Aircraft Spotted Over Texas. They were pretty common in MGs
and Triumphs as well, and turned up in some Euro Fords, and I think some Italian makes as well,
possibly even Ferrari. The Volvos had a fourth gear sensor that prevented use in 13. Some of the
MGs were set up so you could use the OD in 3rd or 4th. See all replies. We take orders in our
showroom or you may call your order in over the phone and we will prepare your items in advance
so you do not have to wait. Visit our showroom to setup an appointment to have your Corvette tuned,
accessorized, enhanced or more.Whether you’re maintaining your 4th generation Corvette or
completing a full restoration, our selection of C4 Corvette Shifter and Transmission parts is
unsurpassed. Our inventory selection includes rebuilt 6speed ZF transmissions and a ZF
transmission rebuild service to fulfill your Corvette needs.We take orders in our showroom or you
may call your order in over the phone and we will prepare your items in advance so you do not have
to wait. Visit our showroom to setup an appointment to have your Corvette tuned, accessorized,
enhanced or more. Get it for Free We cater to all Corvette makes and models, from the early C3s to
the highly computerized C7s being sold today.

Whether it is an underthehood replacement part or a little extra chrome to make things shine a little
more, you can always trust the Vette fanatics at Corvette Mods for the highest quality Corvette parts
and accessories at extremely affordable prices.From automatic transmission flex plates to manual
transmission flywheels, all aspects of the transmission are covered. Theres even an auto
transmission shift improvement kit to provide the smoothest gear progession in your classic C4
Vette. From the smallest cables and hoses to master cylinders and more, our precision Corvette
transmission parts are durable enough to provide years of quality road life. Choose the C4 Corvette
part you need below and click on the part to access our easy ordering system.All Rights Reserved.
The expense is great and a lot of things can happen to your car while it’s in the shop. Make sure you
find a top quality shop. The quality of the work is going to be a lot more important that final price.
Most Corvette owners prefer the automatic transmissions to the manual transmission. This means
that most of you reading this article have an automatic transmission in your Corvette. These are very
solid transmissions and seldom need repair. The most common reason for repair is simple abuse and
the most damaging abuse comes from neglect. You can make two very simple checks. First, you
should check the fluid level. Make sure you do this when the car is completely warmed up. Also,
make sure you always check the car with the engine running. On the other hand, after twenty years
in the service business and a few years with a major transmission chain, I have to point out that very
few people know how to properly check the level of the automatic transmission fluid. Low fluid levels
are a major reason that automatic transmissions have to be repaired. High speed driving will give
you a false reading on the dipstick, or as GM calls it, the fluid level indicator blade.
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